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Abstract. It is not uncommon for larger concurrent programs to have
hundreds of atomic blocks and/or locks. As these programs become more
and more complex, they become increasingly more prone to contain con-
currency errors, as a programmer cannot easily take into account every
possible interleaving nor which locks should be acquired to properly en-
ter each critical region. One way to address this problem is to analyse
the concurrent program and generate a Contract for Concurrency, which
identify the sequences of statements that must be executed atomically in
a concurrent setting. This method can be used either as documentation
for software developers, or by an automatic tool that will verify the con-
tract (atomicity) violations. Gluon is a static analysis tool that verifies
such contracts for Java programs. Manually generating contracts for a
large-scale codebase is unfeasible, and Gluon lightens this burden by pro-
viding an automated but rudimentary contract generation functionality.
In this paper we propose a set of heuristics for automated generation
of Contracts for Concurrency, and evaluate their accuracy with Gluon.
With this new contract generation heuristics, we were able to fine-tune
the contracts, considerably reducing the number of spurious (unneces-
sary) clauses, with noticeable impact in the number of false positives and
false negatives, and also with a substantial reduction in the analysis run
time.

Keywords: Concurrency · Atomicity Violations · Automatic Contract
Generation · Static Analysis · Software Verification.

1 Introduction

In the early 2000’s there was a disruption in the programming paradigm due to
the stagnation of processor clock frequency and subsequent increase in processor
core count. To leverage the added performance of multicore architectures, the use
of concurrency became a fundamental requirement of software development. Al-
though capable of obtaining better performances, safe data manipulation under
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concurrency rests on the programmer’s clairvoyance and proficiency in properly
protecting access to critical regions. Failing in this task will most probably result
in concurrency errors, such as atomicity violations. This problem becomes more
noteworthy when we use services from third-party libraries, where we possibly
ignore the dependencies between services and cannot ensure that the library’s
atomicity constraints are properly respected.

The Contracts for Concurrency [5] address the problem of identifying the
dependencies between services in a software library or module, which in a con-
current setting, shall be executed atomically. Gluon [11] is a static analysis tool
that takes as inputs a Java program or module and a Contract for Concurrency,
and outputs a verdict reporting if the program respects this same contract (i.e.,
if the invocations of the services identified as dependent as listed in the contract
are properly executed atomically). Gluon leverages its static analysis capabilities
to automatically generate rudimentary contracts for small and mid-sized Java
legacy programs.

Gluon’s rudimentary contract generation by atomic region sampling suffered
from multiple afflictions: it would easily generate hundreds of contract clauses,
with high impact in the number of false positives; the contracts clause required a
full match with the sampled atomic regions, which could lead to false negatives
for the cases where only a subset of the sampled sequence was observed; very high
analysis run times, which depends directly on the number of contract clauses.
Overall, contracts generated by the existing Gluon’s algorithm were only usable
after human proofreading and filtering.

In this paper, we address the automatic generation of contracts for concur-
rent Java programs, by proposing and evaluating strategies and heuristics that
address the major shortcomings of the current Gluon’s contract generator: the
enormous number of contract clauses, the large number of false positives and
false negatives, and the massive validation time.

Our evaluation using the same benchmarks that were initially used in [11]
confirms that the proposed heuristics produce a significantly lower number of
clauses, producing notable improvements in the analysis runtime and with equiv-
alent or even better accuracy.

The upcoming Section presents the Contracts for Concurrency and dis-
cuss Gluon’s analysis strategy. §3 and §4 explores our new contract generation
methodology and design. §5 discusses the evaluation of the proposed heuristics
using Gluon. Lastly, §6 presents the related work, ending with the conclusions
in §7.

2 Contracts for Concurrency

A Contract for Concurrency [5] is a protocol expressed as a set of clauses that,
for a given software module (program or library), identifies sequences of method
calls that must be executed atomically (within a critical region). Each clause,
represented by a line on the contract, denotes one particular sequence (or more
than one if using the OR operator) of methods and is expressed as a star-free
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Example 1 Basic Contract for Concurrency.

1 add (contains | indexOf);

2 size get;

regular expression over the set of method names ΣM of the software module.
In other words, a contract is a set R of clauses, where each clause ρ ∈ R is a
star-free regular expression over the set of all public method names (i.e., API)
of a software module m ∈ ΣM.

A contract violation occurs if any of the sequences represented by the contract
clauses (ρ ∈ R) is interleaved with the execution of an other method from ΣM
over the same object.

2.1 Example of a Contract

In order to illustrate the whereabouts of a Contract for Concurrency, consider
the relations between some well-known methods provided by the Java standard
library (java.util.List), as depicted in Example 1.

The first clause (line 1) states that, after a successful add operation, the
item must be in the list. The trueness of this condition is trivial for a sequential
program, but may not hold in a concurrent setting, where another thread may
remove the newly added item just before its presence is verified. To disallow
such behaviours, the call of the list methods add followed by contains must
be executed atomically. The same applies to the call sequence add followed by
indexOf, which must return a valid index for the inserted element and, thus,
must be executed atomically as well.

The second clause (line 2) states that a call to a List’s size method followed
by get should successfully return the last element in the list. This may not occur
in a concurrent setting if, in between those two calls, another thread removes
the given element or appends yet another element to the list. Thus, the second
clause in the contract declares that such method sequences must also be executed
atomically.

2.2 Verification of Contracts

The behaviour of a program can be seen as the join of the possible individual
behaviours of all the threads the program may launch. To extract the usage of
a module by a thread, Gluon starts by extracting its control flow graph (CFG)
from the source code. From the CFG of a thread t, a context-free grammar Gt is
built such that, if there is an execution path of t that runs a sequence of method
calls, then that sequence is a word of the language represented by Gt.

Definition 1 (Thread Grammar). A thread grammar Gt, which includes
all the sequences of method calls executed by a thread t, is defined by Gt =
(N,ΣM, P, S) where:
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– N, is the set of non-terminal symbols.
– ΣM, is the set of terminal symbols, where N ∩ΣM = NULL.
– P, is the set of productions, such that P = N → (N ∪ T ).
– S, is the starting symbol.

Intuitively, the grammar Gt represents the control flow of the thread t, ig-
noring everything not related with the module’s usage.

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of the approach for verifying a Contract
for Concurrency [5]. The algorithm iterates over the program’s threads (line 1).

Algorithm 1 Contract verification algorithm.

Require: P: client’s program; C: module contract (set of allowed sequences).
1: for t ∈ threads(P ) do
2: Gt ← make grammar(t)
3: G′

t ← subword grammar(Gt)
4: for w ∈ C do
5: T ← parse(G′

t, w)
6: for τ ∈ T do
7: N ← lowest common ancestor(τ, w)
8: if ¬run atomically(N) then
9: return VIOLATION
10: return OK

For each thread t, it first generates a grammar Gt (as described above) that
captures the CFG of t (line 2). From Gt, a grammar G′

t describing all sub-words
of the words generated by Gt is obtained (line 3). The sub-words correspond to
parts of executions of the original program. The sub-words must be considered,
since a contract clause typically corresponds to a part of a run only. For example,
if a thread executes a sequence m.a(); m.b(); m.c();, G′

t allows recognizing
a contract with a clause containing only ρ = bc.

The algorithm subsequently iterates over contract clauses ρ ∈ R (line 4) and
handles them one-by-one. To see whether a thread t may generate a contract
clause ρ, representing a call sequence, it is enough to parse ρ in G′

t (line 5). This
will create a parsing tree for each location from which the thread can execute
the given sequence of calls. Function parse() returns the set T of these parsing
trees.

Each of the parsing trees in T is then inspected to determine the atomicity of
the given call sequence (line 6). In particular, the parsing trees contain informa-
tion about the location of each of the calls of contract ρ in the program. Thus,
by moving upwards in the parsing tree, we can find the node that represents
the method under which the call sequence defined by the contract is performed.
This node is the lowest common ancestor of the call sequence of ρ in the parsing
tree (line 7).

The algorithm then checks whether the lowest common ancestor is always
executed atomically (line 8) to make sure that the whole sequence of calls is
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Example 2 Contract for concurrency with parameters.

1 add(X) (contains(X) | indexOf(X));

2 X=size get(X);

executed under the same atomic context. Since it is the lowest common ancestor,
we are sure to require the minimal synchronization from the program. A parsing
tree contains information about the program locations where a contract violation
may occur, and so we provide the programmer with detailed instructions on
where this violation may occur and how to fix it.

2.3 Contracts with Parameters

Contract clauses as described in Example 1 can easily produce false positives
(incorrect contract violations) when the listed methods, although used in se-
quence, refer to distinct objects. Thus, the scope of the contract clauses may be
restricted to the concurrent manipulations of the same object. In essence, sym-
bols in contract clauses capture in detail the problematic relationships between
calls by including (anonymous) references to the data objects and, therefore,
exclude sequences of operations that do not constitute true atomicity violations.
Example 2 showcases Example 1 properly extended with paramenters.

3 Gluon ’s Contract Generation

Gluon [11] is a static analysis tool that can verify if a Java program respects
a given Contract for Concurrency, which regulates the sequences of method
calls needed to be executed atomically in a concurrent setting. Gluon is also
capable of generating contracts by analysing the Java source code and applying
a rudimentary heuristic. The success of the automatic generation of Contracts for
Concurrency depends on the quality of the process of extracting and identifying
method dependencies from the program under analysis.

Currently, Gluon extracts the methods placed inside atomic blocks into a
contract clause if executed atomically (synchronized) more than once, as this
value indicates a repetition pattern, so we do not spend analysis time on spurious
and irrelevant invocations. Thus, a contract generated by Gluon is a set Rg of
clauses, where each clause ρg ∈ Rg is a star-free regular expression over the set
of all public method names (i.e., API) of a software module m ∈ ΣM, such that
every word w matching the clause (w ∈ L(ρ)) occurs at least twice inside atomic
regions in the program. With its current contract generation heuristic, Gluon
can handle and generate contracts for small toy examples. However, when used
in large-scale programs, Gluon ultimately fails, being either unable to parse the
project or producing unusable contracts with too many clauses, leading to very
long runs and too many false positive violations. Thus, contracts for large-scale
programs must be subject to human proofreading and filtering.
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We propose a set of more reliable heuristics for automatic generation of Con-
tracts for Concurrency, which can handle complex and fairly voluminous Java
programs. Such heuristics will be implemented and evaluated in Gluon.

4 Approach & Design

The main idea behind the newly proposed heuristics arises from the insight that
most critical regions are predictably protected by the existence of atomic blocks.
However, in larger-scale programs, there may exist a few regions that are unduly
protected, promoting atomic violations. As such, we consider that the greater
the percentage of times a given sequence is already executed atomically, the more
likely it is to be representative of a real dependency. Thus, the threshold adopted
must reflect a balance between a high percentage of atomic executions and a
sufficiently large interval for detecting certain improperly protected executions.
If the threshold is too low, the analysis will tend to produce too many contract
clause and report too many false positives, as it will capture sequences that
although executed atomically at least once, they are not representative of real
dependencies and are properly executed non-atomically throughout the coed.
On the other hand, if the threshold is too high, only the the already already
well-protected sequences are detected and added to the contract, while some
relevant clauses will be missing and real cases of atomic violations are no longer
displayed. With such a too high threshold, Gluon loses its primary purpose,
which is the verification/detection of atomic violations.

The implementation of this approach was made possible by relying on the
Soot [12] framework, which directly analyses the programs in Java bytecode, thus
allowing access to the AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) and consequently making
it possible to infer certain conclusions of the program under testing. So, by
manipulating this framework, we can understand which methods are executed
atomically and, from there, obtain the information necessary to perform the
appropriate checks for the creation of contracts. Furthermore, we may mention
that our option for the use of Soot [12], in detriment of other frameworks such
as ASM [2], was biased by its previous usage by the Gluon tool.

4.1 Minimum Number of Atomic Executions Heuristic

In large programs with many atomic invocations, it can be too restrictive to
generate clauses for all methods invoked in atomic blocks, which results in an
endless number of clauses and an excessive analysis time. A given clause might
only be associated with one atomic execution, which in the context of this paper,
we considered spurious and irrelevant, compromising the final analysis time of
the program.

In order to address this problem, we may require a sequence to be executed
atomically at least n times before giving rise to a clause, which results in the
heuristic previously supported by Gluon. In cases where the number of atomic
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executions is greater or equal than two (n ≥ 2), we are sure that there is associ-
ated a repetition pattern, so these executions are probably correlated. Thus, we
assume that those methods must always be executed atomically, and a clause is
created.

Finally, we expect that the greater the number of atomic executions (n)
required, the smaller the number of clauses produced and, consequently, the
shorter the analysis time. However, false negatives become more likely to occur
when we ignore sequences that, even though not fulfilling the requirements, were
somewhere atomically protected. Furthermore, this technique is not devoid of
false positives, as some clauses may not be representative of real dependencies.

4.2 Threshold Heuristic Applied to the Whole Program

The concept of threshold, applied under the automatic generation of contracts,
is defined as the need for every word w, matching the clause (w ∈ L(ρ)), to be
executed atomically a certain percentage of times in the program source code.
As previously mentioned, the higher this ratio, the more likely for w to be a real
dependency. Thus, limiting the generation of contracts to those frequently pro-
tected throughout the program seems to be a worthy contribution to obtaining
clauses more representative of the program’s correlations.

The clauses resulting from this new heuristic, Rb, are expected to be a sub-
set of the ones presented in the section above and previously outputted by
Gluon [11], Ra, when requiring the same number of minimal executions, i.e.,
Rb ⊂ Ra.

4.3 Threshold Heuristic Applied to Program Modules

In some contexts, the previous heuristic can be too restrictive with respect to
the capture of dependencies. These situations are most likely when the pro-
gram under testing is developed by various programmers and consists of multiple
third-party modules. In this case, several modules tend to have their dependent
methods correctly protected, while others, due to the lack of knowledge of the
dependencies by some other developer, may have them improperly guarded or
even unguarded.

As such, we propose a new heuristic scoping only the program’s module.
Thus, if a particular sequence of methods is recurrently protected in one program
module, then it should probably continue to be executed atomically in the rest
of the program, and so a contract clause is produced.

Furthermore, using this heuristic, without even recurring to a subsequent
human analysis, can be a very useful attempt to understand the program depen-
dencies, while saving plenty of time in large programs, since a massive amount
of manual scrutiny could be replaced by this quick and simple procedure.

4.4 Generation of Parameterized Contracts

Even with the threshold (module and full program) heuristics, the contact gen-
eration by code sampling can easily produce too many contract clauses as too
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many false positives, which was one of the main issues when analysing real-
world concurrent programs [11], were dozens of violations encountered did not
correspond to valid transgressions.

Thence, it is necessary to remember the concept of parameterized contracts,
exposed in §2.3. Relying on these restrictive representations of dependencies, con-
tract clauses are enforced to refer to the same object as appropriate. Therefore,
the resulting contract will produce much less false warnings while still detecting
the same relevant (true) cases of atomicity violation.

The work carried out this principle as a premise and sought to produce such
restrictive contracts with return values and parameters.

4.5 Partial Verification of Contracts

So far, the heuristics presented are based on the common principle that de-
pendencies are extracted from atomic blocks. Furthermore, the work developed
directly depends on the analysis and comparison of all the methods invoked
within these blocks. However, relying on a complete match may not be feasi-
ble for contract generation, as for convenience, the programmer(s) may place
more methods within these critical regions than those absolutely necessary, thus
distorting the required sequence and causing false negatives.

This way, some real dependencies may not be generated and consequently not
be considered in the program’s analysis. To address this problem, we proposed a
strategy that includes generating contract clauses with partial expressions, i.e.,
extracting the operations invoked in a given atomic block and combining them
into smaller clauses, each covering only two methods while maintaining their
order of execution. Furthermore, the previously existing clause would continue
to be obtained by transitivity, so the analysis is not expected to be compromised.
In essence, we expect this contribution to be beneficial in situations where the
program presents large critical regions with multiple operations invoked.

4.6 Default Contract

In order to further improve the accuracy of Gluon, contracts were generated and
analysed for a wide variety of programs, and we observed that there is a set of
clauses from well-known Java libraries whose use extends to almost all large-scale
software. So, we decided to create a default contract with parameterized clauses
for these libraries, allowing the user to quickly check whether these procedures
are being complied with or not.

In short, we believe that, by providing various forms of contract generation,
it is possible to build a more robust tool capable of being used under different
heuristics and adjusted to the distinct designs of the programs under testing.
Lastly, Gluon aims to produce fewer contracts, although more representative of
the existing dependencies.
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5 Evaluation

In this section, we expose and analyse the effect of the proposed heuristics, by col-
lecting some experimental results of automatic contract generation in the follow-
ing programs: Cassandra 2.0.9, Derby 10.10.2. 0, Lucene 4.6.1, OpenJMS
0.7.6, and Tomcat 6.0.41. These same programs and versions have already
been studied in [11], so we can more easily compare and
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with different heuristics.

contrast our results with these previous ones.
That is, see if, by restricting the generation of
clauses, the reported bugs would continue to be
presented or not. As a way of questioning the as-
sumptions used in this work, with respect to the
need to create fewer clauses, to reduce the num-
ber of false positives and false negatives, and to
improve Gluon’s analisys time, we used differ-
ent heuristics to obtain the set of dependencies
that each of them would find, requiring the se-
quence to be executed atomically at least once.
To better understand the subsequent results, let
us discuss Figure 1, where Without Threshold refers to the previous heuristic
used by Gluon, only based on the number of times a sequence is executed atom-
ically, as described in §4.1; Module Threshold refers to the generation of clauses
based on the percentage of times (75%) the arrangement of methods is executed
atomically within a given module, as explained in §4.3; and Program Threshold
references to dependencies that run atomically across the entire project more
than 75% of the time, as discussed in §4.2.

Besides getting a substantial decrease in the number of dependencies found
when using the new heuristics, we can see that the number of correlations to
be analysed is still high, which would still take a considerable time to exam-
ine. Thus, we evaluated the impact of the minimum number of atomic exe-
cutions on the number of clauses created, by testing the amount of clauses
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generated using different heuristics, present-
ing the results in Figure 2. Assuming as an
axiom that a given dependency is performed
at least twice atomically seems to be con-
venient as a contract generation rule, thus
reducing the number of generated clauses
by more than 80%. As such, we will as-
sume that, if the same sequence of calls
is executed atomically in two different pro-
gram locations, it may indicate that these
methods are related and should always be
executed atomically, and the corresponding
contract cause will be generated.

The next step was to assess the effi-
cacy of the new heuristics, which is de-
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picted in Figure 3. These results are sup-
ported by contracts automatically gener-
ated by the Gluon tool, which also in-
cludes the analysis of the critical regions from the Java Library itself.
Our new heuristics should not compromise the quality of the analysis undertaken
by the Gluon tool. Since the Lucene program had no reported bugs, reducing
the number of clauses to be analysed should be beneficial, which was verified.
For Cassandra, all violations should continue to be reported regardless of the
heuristic used. In Derby, although the Module Threshold heuristic (§4.3) is able
to capture the clauses representing the violations presented, using the missing
heuristic, Program threshold showcased in the §4.2, this does not check. Never-
theless, in OpenJMS and Tomcat, only a few of the bugs could be detected, despite
the heuristic used. However, it is necessary to mention that some clauses used to
test this program, in 2014, came from a manual generation. As such, a portion
of the dependencies found would not be captured by the existing heuristics.
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When skipping the analysis of the Java
Library, we verified that finding the rep-
resentative clauses of the bugs became far
more complicated, generating less than half
a dozen clauses for the new heuristics in
each of the programs considered. Therefore,
it was only possible to obtain similar results
in Lucene (due to the absence of bugs) and
OpenJMS. These results may indicate that
the source code of the programs under anal-
ysis has large atomic blocks with several in-
vocations. So, an exact match between these
regions and the contract clauses is difficult
to occur, which contrasts with the code of the Java Library, where the more
compact and fine tined atomic blocks make them easier to be determined.

Given these results, it was necessary to use another way of capturing depen-
dencies mentioned in §4.5. This new strategy subdivides the invocations inside
an atomic block into smaller arrangements, thus requiring a less restrictive corre-
spondence. Through this technique and not considering the Java Library classes,
it was found that some clauses, lost in the results presented above, were identi-
fied again, particularly in the Derby program, where the reported bug would be
found using any of the heuristics.

Combining this new technique with the analysis considering the code of the
Java Library, the results obtained were similar to those presented before, except
for the OpenJMS program, where it was possible to capture the missing clause.
However, it is necessary to mention that the number of clauses generated has
increased a lot (most of the time to the hundreds), making the subsequent anal-
ysis quite time-consuming and certainly unfeasible from the users’ perspective.
Thus, it is pertinent to mention that a quick analysis using the default contract
can be a convenient alternative to test some of the most common dependencies
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discovered in concurrent Java programs. Therefore, the abundance of the atomic
violations, which led to the bugs reported in the programs mentioned, would be
captured using this alternative.

Nevertheless, we believe that the real benefit of this work stems from the
combination of the techniques introduced, which now provide the user greater
flexibility in the choice of various options that might make the most sense in the
program under study. Besides, it is also particularly relevant to mention that
the adopted threshold can be changed, thus directly impacting the number of
clauses in the contract and the atomic violations Gluon will detect.

Lastly, we sought to generate parameterized contracts, which notably con-
tributes to reducing the number of false positives, one of the obstacles that, even
though related to the generation of contracts, will consequently take a large por-
tion of the Gluon analysis problem.

6 Related Work

The approach used in this work was based on the methodology of programming
by contracts introduced by Bertrand Meyer [10] in 1992, based on defensive
programming where the client and the provider are responsible for guaranteeing
the consistency of the contract by defining the description of the class interface
and its routines, through a set of pre and post-conditions.

R. Kramer provided Java support for such contracts, which until then were
only available in the Eiffel language, and presented the iContract [7], which is a
preprocessor capable of verifying if, in a given method, the constraints presented
by the tags @pre, @post, and @invariant are respected. Later, other proposals
of extensions to the DbC methodology appeared, including specification lan-
guages for modules in Java [8] describing its protocol through the use of Java
annotations, and precompilers that dynamically test program annotations[4, 1].

Cheon et al. [3] propose an approach separating protocol from functional
assertions and introducing a new specification clause referring to the order of
dependencies throughout method calls, using regular expression notations, al-
lowing to specify the protocol that a given Java object should have. In order
to support their work, they extended the JML [8] compiler to recognize the
new clause at runtime, presenting a dynamic analysis tool. Later, this work was
extended by Hurlin [6] to support concurrency scenarios using static analysis
based on a proof theorem that tends to be quite limited due to the inefficiency
of automatic program generation from contracts to prove their correctness.

Many works can be found on atomic violations, wherein Peng Liu et al. de-
veloped a tool (ICFinder [9]) that is similar to Gluon, relying on static analysis
to infer incorrect module calls. Subsequently, the tool filters them using dynamic
analysis, due to the generation of many false positives. However, it is notewor-
thy to mention, that the bugs reported by Gluon in the programs cited in the
previous section, were not able to be detected by ICFinder.

Finally, given the lack of popularity of this type of methodology in the devel-
opment of concurrent programs, we can’t find much work done in the automatic
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generation of contracts. Furthermore, given the contract specification adopted
in this tool, resulting only in a sequence of methods that need to be atomically
executed, it becomes difficult to compare the work done with other software. As
such, we hope this work will contribute, even if at a small scale, to the dynamiza-
tion of this methodology, which has already proven to yield fruitful results.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the topic of automatic contract generation for con-
current programs in Java, improving the previous heuristics in both efficiency
and efficacy, and ultimately making the Gluon tool more complete and reliable.
Consequently, Gluon can now generate and analyse parameterized contracts and
produce a verdict on whether or not atomic violations have occurred, promoting
the production of robust and reliable software.

This work offers room for further improvement, in the form of presenting
even fewer clauses using parameterized contracts to detect the number of times
a given sequence is atomically executed. From the point of view of analysing
the occurrence of atomic violations, it is only essential to consider the case in
which the same object is manipulated. Although, this situation is controlled a
posteriori due to the generation of parameterized contracts and by a subsequent
analysis that will only take into consideration the manipulation of the same
object. Nonetheless, it could be an effective way to further restrict the number
of clauses presented and make the creation of clauses more representative, as only
those are truly capable of producing real atomic violations since they manipulate
the same object and, by definition, need to be atomically protected.

In addition, when analysing large programs, Gluon cannot scrutinize the
whole program scope, requiring a class scope due to space state explosion, which
results in an exponential increase of the resources used when exploring the pars-
ing trees of the class combinations. As such, it would be interesting to modify the
contracts. So, it becomes possible to allude to the class where the method comes
from, allowing us to refer to dependencies of multiple classes, despite limiting
the analysis to the combination of the modules mentioned in the contracts.

Finally, it is rather important to mention that the large quantity of clauses
obtained when using the technique exposed in §4.5, is due to the fact that all
possible combinations for the operations invoked on atomic blocks are being
taken into account. However, this factor could be optimized and simply create
clauses for methods that handle the same object. This way, it would be possible
to obtain a significant reduction in dependencies produced and consequently on
the analysis time, leaving the capture of real dependencies uncompromised.
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